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May 2021 was the best performing month for gold since July 2020, with the yellow
metal climbing 7.79%. Silver rose 8.14% for the month. By contrast, platinum lost
1.10% and palladium fell 3.74%. Gold mining equities added 13.92% in May. For the
year-to-date period ended May 31, 2021, gold was up 0.45%, silver gained 6.15%,
platinum rose 11.01%, palladium returned 15.63% and gold mining equities gained
6.67%.1,4
Month of May 2021
Indicator

5/31/2021

4/30/2021

Change

Mo %
Change

YTD %
Change

Analysis on May

$1,906.87

$1,769.13

$137.74

7.79%

0.45%

Best month since
July 2020

Silver Bullion3

$28.03

$25.92

$2.11

8.14%

6.15%

Poised to
breakout

Gold Senior
Equities
(SOLGMCFT
Index)4

144.91

127.20

17.71

13.92%

6.67%

Best month since
July 2020

Gold Equities (GDX)5

$39.42

$34.36

$5.06

14.73%

9.44% (Same as above)

DXY US Dollar Index6

89.83

91.28

(1.45)

(1.59)%

(0.12)%

Testing major
support level again

S&P 500 TR Index7

4,204.11

4,181.17

22.94

0.55%

11.93%

Another all-time
monthly high

U.S. Treasury Index

$2,477.44

$2,468.93

$8.51

0.34%

(3.20)%

Narrow range since
sell-off

U.S. Treasury 10 YR
Yield

1.59%

1.63%

(0.03)%

(1.94)%

Narrow range
74.58% despite economic
data

U.S. Treasury 10 YR
Real Yield*

(0.86)%

(0.78)%

(0.08)%

10.16%

Long term and
0.23% medium term, still
trending lower

Silver ETFs (Total
Known Holdings
ETSITOTL Index
Bloomberg)

938.92

921.34

17.58

1.91%

Gold ETFs (Total
Known Holdings
ETFGTOTL Index
Bloomberg)

101.03

99.45

1.58

1.59%

Gold Bullion2

5.79%

Turning up postReddit noise

(5.36)% Buyers returning

*YTD % for this index is calculated as the difference between the month end’s yield and the year end’s yield
instead of the percentage change.
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Gold Bullion Snaps Back
Spot gold rose $137.74 or 7.79% to close the month of May at $1,906.87, retracing all of the Q1 drawdown, one of gold’s
most challenging quarters in several years. Gold formed a double bottom low at the end of March and has advanced in
a very persistent narrow volatility range without pausing at any resistance levels, highly suggestive of systematic buyers
returning. The much more volatile selling from September 2020 to March 2021 with downward breakaway price gaps was
more representative of weak holders in capitulation selling. Gold has now broken out of its short-term bear channel and
is advancing well above the 200-daily moving average (see Figure 1). MACD8 has also risen above the zero line, another
technical confirmation of the uptrend resuming. We view $1,960 as the gold price’s next significant resistance level. Between
$1,960 and gold’s all-time high of $2,075 is a gap zone that will need to be filled in.
Figure 1. Gold Bullion is Setting Up to Re-Test Highs

Source: Bloomberg. Data as of 5/31/2021. For illustrative purposes only.

Since the COVID-19 vaccine breakthrough and the Democratic Blue Wave, markets have positioned into the reflation boom
(e.g., value, small-cap stocks and commodities) and reduced traditional safe haven assets such as bonds and gold. As the
reflation trade advanced, the next potential risk was a much sooner than expected Fed (Federal Reserve) taper and rate
increase. Gold took the brunt of that risk, falling to $1,670 briefly. But as U.S. economic data came in hotter than expected
in April and May, inflation moved to the forefront of risk. Market froth (hyper-growth
and hyper-speculative equities) quickly sold off, growth versus value slumped further
“If a high inflation scenario
and gold staged a remarkable recovery. In short, “good reflation” quickly evolved into
takes hold, gold has more
“bad inflation”.
positive convexity or righttail upside than any single

In addition to the inflation shock, the U.S. dollar (USD) has fallen and now testing the
liquid asset.”
major multi-year support level (U.S. Dollar Index, DXY9, at 88/89 level), and U.S. 10‑year
Treasury real yields have fallen to pre-March 2021 levels. Money supply (M2)10 has
started to accelerate higher as spending makes its way through the system. Though still early, the current 13-week rate of
change of M2 is now outpacing the rate during the global financial crisis (GFC). Inflation shock, falling USD, deep negative
real interest rates and exploding M2 money supply are potent combinations for the precious metals complex and the technical
charts reflect this strength.
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Silver Starting the Breakout
We have been very bullish on silver due to its many investment attributes (a monetary store of value and a pro-cyclical
asset). Fundamental supply and demand are overwhelmingly bullish as investment and industrial demand (especially in
clean technology) far outstrip supply for the foreseeable future. Since August 2020, silver has been undergoing a high-level
consolidation in a bullish flag or pendant (see Figure 2). With bullish macro tailwinds for the precious metals complex in place,
MACD is now turning higher above the zero line. Silver has broken above the first flag line as it heads into the seasonally
strong summer period (July and August). The projection target is $40 on silver with some resistance at $30 and $35.
Figure 2. Silver Bullion Begins a Breakout Move

Source: Bloomberg. Data as of 5/31/2021. For illustrative purposes only.

Gold Equities vs. Gold Bullion: A Hidden Bullish Signal
Gold mining equities have recovered similarly to gold bullion from the March lows. Gold equities are now comfortably above
the 200-daily moving average. It has convincingly exited the bear channel and its MACD indicator has turned up above the
zero line. But the longer-term technical pattern is becoming very interesting (see Figure 3). Since the lows of 2015, the gold
equity to gold bullion ratio has been carving out a long protracted reversal pattern (cup and handle). We will likely be testing
the plus, decade-long horizontal resistance in the months ahead. A successful breakout will see gold mining equities begin to
outperform bullion in earnest. Despite across-the-board improvement in industry capital discipline and capital efficiency, gold
equities have not outperformed bullion significantly as in prior cycles. We believe that this has to do with “market structure,”
which we will discuss further.
Given the market transition into an inflation outlook, gold equities look attractive due to their capability to have pricing power
relative to the market. Historically, general equity performance varied whether they had pricing power in pro-inflationary
times. The gold industry already features solid and sustainable margins, significant and growing levels of free cash flow,
growing dividends, stable and consistent return measures and very low valuations. We expect all these positive attributes to
improve in an inflationary environment except the low valuations; we believe multiples will expand.
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Figure 3. Gold Equity to Gold Bullion Ratio, a Very Bullish Pattern Developing

Source: Bloomberg. Data as of 5/30/2021. For illustrative purposes only.

April Inflation Data Startles Markets
May saw some big economic data points. There was a massive miss on the employment numbers as non-farm payrolls
(NFP) reported a 266,000 increase versus the expected 1.0 million. But it was the consumer price index (CPI)11 numbers that
startled the market. In the U.S., April 2021 year-over-year CPI came out at 4.2% versus the 2.3% expected, the highest since
July 2008. Month-over-month data came out at a more shocking 0.8% versus the 0.2% expected, which should not have
been skewed by base effects. The Citi Inflation Surprise Index12 (see Figure 4) captures the magnitude of the latest inflation
surprises. The latest data point is at over a +4 standard deviation reading.
Inflation remains one of the most challenging economic data series to forecast. Comparing historical inflation expectation with
the eventual actual realized inflation data shows a feeble record. And that is without the incredible distortions that COVID
has created. That leaves investors in a predicament due to a lack of certainty, despite the Fed’s assertion that inflation is
transitory. Premature tightening would blunt the benefits of fiscal stimulus and the recovery, while an overly accommodative
Fed and ongoing extreme fiscal stimulus risk further inflationary pressure.
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Figure 4. Citi Inflation Surprise Index: Surprise!

Source: Bloomberg. Data as of 5/30/2021. For illustrative purposes only.

Macro Regime About to Change?
Every decade or so, we see markets undergo a “macro regime” change. Ten years ago, during the first half of 2011, we
saw the beginning of the end of the China-driven commodity dominant macro regime. The decade before that, in the 1990s,
we saw the technology-driven secular growth regime, which ended with the spectacular technology crash of 2000. Market
leaders that dominated the prior macro regime usually become the worst-performing as overcrowded positions become
unwound in the absence of buyers and valuations collapse. Embedded trade expressions are rooted out and eliminated as the
new evolving macro environment becomes inhospitable to the prior regime investment strategy.
How Did We Get Here?
Since the GFC, central banks’ primary mandate was to maintain easy financial conditions to create a wealth effect to keep
spending and the economy alive. Along with easy financial conditions, central banks also intervened with regularity when
adversity hit the market. Over the ensuing years, market strategies evolved to take advantage of the central bank-managed
financial conditions and anticipated actions. Market structures began to evolve quickly as passive investing, volatility control
funds, risk parity, volatility targeting, VaR13-based risk management, CTA14 trend following, quants, dealer gamma hedging,
etc., became winning strategies and self-reinforcing. Through a series of “rinse, wash and repeat” trade cycles, the market
structure now has deeply embedded negative convexity (bets layered on top of winning bets) if a macro regime occurs.
For over the past decade, inflation hedges were abandoned and essentially shorted as funds moved into deflationary
themes, secular growth, low volatility, duration sensitive (bond proxy) assets. Certain assets such as secular growth and low
volatility have a pronounced negative correlation to inflation (rising yields). As economic data continued to have an alarming
inflationary thrust, investors have been decreasing duration, rotating from low volatility to value investments and increasing
inflation hedges. Though the Fed views any inflation surge as transitory, investment funds have begun to reposition because
if the risk of inflation is more than transitory, it will likely be a negative convexity move. Furthermore, what is the definition
of transitory? Months, quarters, a year? Since inflation is a lagging indicator, it will take several months of data to know if it
is transitory.
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The risk of realized sustained inflation is multi-faceted and various, for example, it has the potential to precipitate a violent
deleveraging event. To put this deleveraging risk into liquidity context, equities have tripled in the past decade while inflation
hedges such as gold are essentially flat and broad commodities indices are down about 40%. It would now take many more
dollars of inflation hedges to achieve the same hedge effect today. If inflation proves to be higher and more persistent,
inflation hedges will increase in size and become less of a hedge and more of a core holding for multi-asset funds, further
tightening the liquidity disparity.
Early Signs of a Regime Change
We see several early signs of a potential macro regime change, perhaps none more important than the stock-bond correlation
trend of the past decade coming to an end (see Figure 5). The stock-bond correlation (60-day rolling) is now positive. The
current market structure was built on the “Goldilocks slow-flation” regime (modest growth, subdued inflation). If we transit
to a new regime of high growth and high inflation (the antithesis of Goldilocks) driven by aggressive fiscal and monetary
policies (massive fiscal stimulus, AIT and ZIRP [average inflation targeting and zero interest rate policy]), it may finally be the
event that breaks this market structure.
In an inflationary environment, bonds will become an increasing source of volatility due to their asymmetric risk-reward
profile. In turn, stocks will become more vulnerable to inflation if bonds are used to hedge stocks, given the current market
structure. Bonds have never performed well in inflationary times, but it will become even more problematic if bonds are held
as an equity hedge. Though it has only been a few months, a prolonged positive correlation would play havoc with portfolios.
Figure 5. Stock and Bond Correlation Now Turning Positive

Source: Bloomberg. Data as of 5/30/2021. For illustrative purposes only.

Gold Bullion Continues to Outperform Bonds
With ZIRP capping the front end of the curve and inflation pressuring the long end, the risk-reward for bonds remains
unattractive. Gold bullion, conversely, does not have a policy-driven cap and is receiving a boost from inflation expectations.
In Figure 6, we highlight the gold bullion to U.S. Treasury Index ratio. Gold has been outperforming the U.S. Treasury Index
since late 2015 at a relative annualized rate of 8.3% per annum. The ratio is shaping into a breakout pattern and we would
expect further outperformance of gold versus bonds.
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Figure 6. Gold Bullion to U.S. Treasury Index Ratio: Breaking Higher

Source: Bloomberg. Data as of 5/30/2021. For illustrative purposes only.

The Historical Correlation of Gold and Inflation
We do not believe the market is concerned about inflation at the 2% to 3% level. However, a higher inflation level has the
potential to destabilize the recovery and cause the deleveraging mentioned earlier. In Figure 7, we highlight gold’s historical
correlation to CPI. Gold bullion earned its reputation as an inflation hedge during the hyper-inflation years of the 1970s to
early 1980s. Many contributing factors led to runaway inflation becoming ingrained in consumer expectations during that
period. During the hyperinflationary period (March 1972 to November 1982), gold’s rolling 24-month correlation to CPI
averaged 0.79, an extremely high level (blue dashed lines). During periods of low to moderate inflation (red dashed lines),
gold’s correlation to CPI was a very low 0.08 (other factors mattered far more). Using a broad commodity index, its correlation
to CPI during the hyperinflation years was slightly lower at 0.65 but higher than gold during the low-to-moderate CPI years.
Gold has the added benefit of having more tail-risk protection and convexity than a broad commodity basket. Equity and bond
correlations to CPI during the hyperinflation period were zero to negative, depending on duration. If we reach an inflationdriven regime change event, then the probability of tail-risk events goes higher.15
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Figure 7. The Gold-CPI Relationship

Source: Bloomberg. Data as of 5/30/2021. For illustrative purposes only.

Inflation is a lagging indicator and funds may act pre-emptively as the failure to reposition in an adequate and timely manner
carries enormous risk. Even if inflation proves to be transitory, a higher inflation environment runs the risk of chaotic unwinds
in embedded long-duration trades across all asset classes. A perceived hawkish policy response by the Fed (increasing interest
rates) would adversely affect financial conditions, contract high P/E (price-to-earnings) multiples and put to question the U.S.
economic recovery’s longevity. The investments most vulnerable under this inflation risk would be such groups as secular
growth, mega-cap tech, investment-grade bonds and especially mispriced (price manipulated) developed market government
bonds. Government bond yields cannot rise uncontrollably with debt-to-GDP (gross domestic product) of ~130%. The
possibility of WAM, Twist or YCC16 remains firmly on the table. If this capping of nominal yields were to occur while inflation
took hold, real yields would go even more deeply negative and the USD would plunge. Gold would soar in response. If a high
inflation scenario takes hold, gold has more positive convexity or right-tail upside than any single liquid asset.
Strong Tailwinds Support Gold Bull
As we head into the summer months and the seasonally strong period for the precious metals complex, we do so with a
strong macro tailwinds. Inflation data may ebb and flow, but we think the near-term risk is to the upside. M2 is just starting
its next acceleration leg higher. The 13-week rate of change of M2 is at 5% (which translates to 20% annualized) and should
increase. As measured by the DXY Index, USD is testing the major support level of 88/89 we highlighted last month with
a good degree of downward momentum. Real yields remain deeply negative and realistically cannot be allowed to rise in
any significant manner. The Sprott Gold Bullion Sentiment Indicator has recovered to the 50% mark, right in the middle of
neutral (plenty of room for more upside). Positioning remains relatively light as the bulk of the selling during Q4 2020 and
Q1 2021 were most likely trading positions selling into capitulation. When these sellers (in a general sense) return in size,
then perhaps our sentiment indicator may become stretched. For now, the gold rally has the markings of a bear trap (bearish
traders trapped as a bullish rally ensues) and a squeeze up is possible.
The steady rise in gold prices over the past month may pause, as markets consolidate, which would not be unusual for this
time of year. That could prove to be a good opportunity for investors to average into and add gold exposure after the recent
strong performance.
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Figure 8. The Sprott Gold Bullion Sentiment Indicator is on the Rise

Source: Sprott Asset Management. Data as of 5/31/2021. For illustrative purposes only.

About Sprott
Sprott is a global asset manager providing investors with access to highly-differentiated precious metals strategies. We are specialists. Our in-depth
knowledge, experience and relationships separate us from the generalists. Sprott’s specialized investment products include innovative physical
bullion trusts, managed equities, mining ETFs, as well as private equity and debt strategies. We also partner with natural resource companies to help
meet their capital needs through our brokerage and resource lending activities. Sprott is a global asset manager with offices in Toronto, New York
and London. Sprott’s common shares are listed on the New York Stock Exchange and the Toronto Stock Exchange under the symbol “SII”.
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sprott.com
	Gold bullion is measured by the Bloomberg GOLDS Comdty Spot Price; silver bullion is measured by Bloomberg Silver (XAG Curncy) U.S. dollar spot rate; palladium is
measured by the Bloomberg XPD Curncy U.S. dollar spot rate; platinum is measured by Bloomberg XPT Curncy U.S. dollar spot rate.
2
	Gold bullion is measured by the Bloomberg GOLDS Comdty Spot Price.
3
	Spot silver is measured by Bloomberg Silver (XAG Curncy) U.S. dollar spot rate.
4
	The Solactive Gold Miners Custom Factors Index (Index Ticker: SOLGMCFT) aims to track the performance of larger-sized gold mining companies whose stocks are listed
on Canadian and major U.S. exchanges.
5
	VanEck Vectors® Gold Miners ETF (GDX®) seeks to replicate as closely as possible, before fees and expenses, the price and yield performance of the NYSE Arca Gold
Miners Index (GDMNTR), which is intended to track the overall performance of companies involved in the gold mining industry. The SPDR Gold Shares ETF (GLD) is one
of the largest gold ETFs.
6
	The U.S. Dollar Index (USDX, DXY, DX) is an index (or measure) of the value of the United States dollar relative to a basket of foreign currencies, often referred to as a
basket of U.S. trade partners’ currencies.
7
	The S&P 500 or Standard & Poor’s 500 Index is a market-capitalization-weighted index of the 500 largest U.S. publicly traded companies.
8
	Source: Investopedia. Moving average convergence divergence (MACD) is a trend following momentum indicator that shows the relationship between two moving
averages of a security’s price.
9
	The U.S. Dollar Index (USDX, DXY) is an index of the value of the U.S. dollar relative to a basket of foreign currencies.
10
	M2 is a measure of the money supply that includes cash, checking deposits, and easily convertible near money. M2 is a broader measure of the money supply that M1,
which just include cash and checking deposits (Source: Investopedia).
11
	The CPI measures the change in the out-of-pocket expenditures of all urban households and the PCE index measures the change in goods and services consumed by all
households, and nonprofit institutions serving households.
12
	The Citi Inflation Surprise Index tracks whether inflation data is surprising to the upside versus the downside.
13
	Value at risk (VaR) is a statistic that measures and quantifies the level of financial risk within a firm, portfolio or position over a specific time frame.
14
	Commodity Trading Advisors (CTAs), i.e., quant funds, an investment fund that selects securities using advanced quantitative analysis.
15
	Operation Twist is a Federal Reserve monetary policy initiative designed to lower long-term rates to further stimulate the U.S. economy. WAM refers to increasing the
weighted-average maturity (WAM) of QE (quantitative easing) purchases and YCC refers to yield curve control.
16
	Tail risk is the chance of a loss occurring due to a rare event, as predicted by a probability distribution. A left tail risk indicates a potential loss, while a right-tail risk
represents a potential gain.
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This article may not be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, without acknowledgement that it was produced
by Sprott Asset Management LP and a reference to www.sprott.com. The opinions, estimates and projections (“information”) contained within
this report are solely those of Sprott Asset Management LP (“SAM LP”) and are subject to change without notice. SAM LP makes every effort to ensure
that the information has been derived from sources believed to be reliable and accurate. However, SAM LP assumes no responsibility for any losses or
damages, whether direct or indirect, which arise out of the use of this information. SAM LP is not under any obligation to update or keep current the
information contained herein. The information should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. Please contact
your own personal advisor on your particular circumstances. Views expressed regarding a particular company, security, industry or market sector should
not be considered an indication of trading intent of any investment funds managed by Sprott Asset Management LP. These views are not to be considered
as investment advice nor should they be considered a recommendation to buy or sell. SAM LP and/or its affiliates may collectively beneficially own/control
1% or more of any class of the equity securities of the issuers mentioned in this report. SAM LP and/or its affiliates may hold short position in any class of
the equity securities of the issuers mentioned in this report. During the preceding 12 months, SAM LP and/or its affiliates may have received remuneration
other than normal course investment advisory or trade execution services from the issuers mentioned in this report.
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Investments, commentary and statements are unique and may not be reflective of investments and commentary in other strategies managed by Sprott
Asset Management USA, Inc., Sprott Asset Management LP, Sprott Inc., or any other Sprott entity or affiliate. Opinions expressed in this presentation are
those of the presenter and may vary widely from opinions of other Sprott affiliated Portfolio Managers or investment professionals.
Sprott Asset Management LP is the investment manager to the Sprott Physical Bullion Trusts (the “Trusts”). Important information about the Trusts, including
the investment objectives and strategies, purchase options, applicable management fees, and expenses, is contained in the prospectus. Please read the
document carefully before investing. Investment funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.
This communication does not constitute an offer to sell or solicitation to purchase securities of the Trusts.
The risks associated with investing in a Trust depend on the securities and assets in which the Trust invests, based upon the Trust’s particular objectives.
There is no assurance that any Trust will achieve its investment objective, and its net asset value, yield and investment return will fluctuate from time to
time with market conditions. There is no guarantee that the full amount of your original investment in a Trust will be returned to you. The Trusts are not
insured by the Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other government deposit insurer. Please read a Trust’s prospectus before investing.
The information contained herein does not constitute an offer or solicitation to anyone in the United States or in any other jurisdiction in which such an offer
or solicitation is not authorized or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. Prospective investors who are not resident in
Canada or the United States should contact their financial advisor to determine whether securities of the Funds may be lawfully sold in their jurisdiction.
The information provided is general in nature and is provided with the understanding that it may not be relied upon as, nor considered to be, the rendering
or tax, legal, accounting or professional advice. Readers should consult with their own accountants and/or lawyers for advice on the specific circumstances
before taking any action.

